9 Earnings gains resulted primärily from increased time in the labor force, time employed, and hours worked rather than from increas average hourly wages.
Pindings From the NLS
Two studies have used the NLS data base to make estimates of the aggregate effects of government-sponsored employment and training programs on youths. One study (Moeller et al., 1983) was conducted b the Policy Research Group (PRG) of Washington, D.C.? the second study (Hahn and Lerman, 1983) was conducted by the Center for Employment an Income Studies (CEIS) of Brandeis University. Both studies evaluated the effects of CETA programs on youths although the PRG study expande its scope to include such schooling programs äs vocational education.
The estimates made by both studies indicate relatively modest effects of employment and training programs on the subsequent income, employment Status, and educational attainments of the youths who participated in those programs. For CETA programs, both studies find negative overall effects of CETA on employment, although PRG reports some positive effects at 2 years after CETA completion.  Reviewing th PRG results and their own findings, Hahn and Lerman (1983:84) note:
To conclude, both the PRG results and our own show negative and significant effects of CETA on employment variables.  It is only after going out two years in time after CETA completion that the PRG report finds evidence of a positive, significant effect and that on only one variable, unsubsidized earnings. We cannot confirm this positive effect, but it would not be inconsistent with our results.  It is difficult to claim this äs an impressive success for CETA.
The Substantive findings from these NLS analyses are generally consistent with the weak and generally negative findings from the CLM analyses, and we therefore do not review them in great detail here.
Limitations to the Findings: Bias in Estimates of Effectiveness
Across the three CLMS studies, there is a pattern of preponderant negative net effects on youths, and the NLS studies show extremely we effects of program participation. These results obviously invite the conclusion that federally funded employment and training programs hav had (in the aggregate) either little effect or a deleterious effect c the future earnings and employment prospects of the youths who participated in the programs. There is, however, empirical evidence tha suggests that these estimates may be biased.
The evidence indicates that despite various intensive efforts to select comparison groups that are similar to participants in youth programs and to control for selection bias through the use of fixed-

